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~$50 Social Cost of CO2

Based on 3% constant discount rate, and an average of 3 climate-economy models, including DICE

~$50 ‘interim’ Biden SC-CO2,
up from $1-7 Trump figure
Source: “Technical Support Document: Social Cost of Carbon, Methane, and Nitrous Oxide Interim Estimates under Executive Order 13990” (February 2021).

gwagner.com/SCC-8
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Economic impacts of tipping points in the climate system
Tipping points increase SCC by between ~27-43%, with large distribution

Source: Dietz, Rising, Stoerk & Wagner (working paper), gwagner.com/tipping-economics
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Optimal CO2 price sensitive to utility specification for ‘reasonable’ RA values
No difference between CRRA and EZ utility at RA=1.1, large differences for RA>~3

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)
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Two critical examinations:
1

Fat tails with “Roe-Bauman” time
component

2

Closer look at Epstein-Zin
preferences (& discounting)

1

Roe-Bauman critique of “fat tails” argument
“Climate sensitivity: should the climate tail wag the policy dog?”

“Fig. 2 a The time evolution of uncertainty in
global temperature in response to an
instantaneous doubling of CO2 at t = 0, and for
standard parameters. The shading reflects the
range of feedbacks considered (symmetric in
feedbacks, but not in climate response), as
explained in the text. Note the change to a
logarithmic x-axis after t = 500 yr. The panel
illustrates that for high climate sensitivity it
takes a very long time to come to
equilibrium.” (Roe & Bauman, 2013, p. 651)

The farther out the climate damage,
the more discounting matters
Source: Roe & Bauman (2013); see also e.g.: Baker & Roe (2009)

1

Roe-Bauman critique of “fat tails” argument
“Climate sensitivity: should the climate tail wag the policy dog?”

“Fig. 2 b The shape of the [climate sensitivity]
distribution at particular times. The skewness of
the distributions are also shown in the legend;
as described in the text, the upper bound on
possible temperatures is finite at finite time,
limiting the skewness” (Roe & Bauman,
2013, p. 651)

Source: Roe & Bauman (2013)

“even for a planet that is formally
headed to[ward] oblivion, it can take a
very long time to get there”

Carbon prices, preferences, and the timing of uncertainty
3 questions

1

1

Does the Roe-Bauman (RB) critique matter?

2

Does the separation of risk and time a la Epstein-Zin (EZ)
matter?

&

2

What about the combination of the two?

We build “DICE-EZ-RB” to help answer
these questions
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

1

*Rough* Roe-Baker ECS calibration

Recursive DICE-EZ implementation calls for simple scenarios: 5 scenarios, with ECS uncertainty resolved in 50yrs (2065)

Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

1

Roe-Bauman time dynamics dramatically reduce SC-CO2 uncertainty
SC-CO2 smaller in expectations, less uncertain after resolution of uncertainty

DICE with Roe-Baker tail uncertainty

DICE with Roe-Bauman time dynamics

Tail risks much less significant, given
time interaction (discounting!)
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

1

&

2

Impact of EZ preferences much larger than RB dynamics
Initial SC-CO2 jumps to over $100

DICE-EZ

DICE-EZ-RB

Switch to EZ appears to have large
impact on SC-CO2
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

1

&

2

Roe-Bauman (RB) time-delay decreases SCC by >30%
DICE calibration (EIS = 0.69 and RRA = 1.45) changes from $31

Elasticity of
Intertemporal
Substitution (EIS) = 1.5

DICE calibration
(SCC = $31)
EIS =
RRA =

0.69
1.45
$ 26
$ 38

2
$ 26
$ 39

4
$ 27
$ 43

6
$ 27
$ 48

EIS =
RRA =

1.5
1.45
$ 123
$ 201

2
$ 124
$ 177

4
$ 126
$ 188

6
$ 128
$ 201

RB
no RB

RB
no RB

EIS = 0.69

Impact of changes to EIS (far) greater
than RB/noRB and RRA
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

Elasticity of Intertemporal Substitution (EIS) drives all

SC-CO2 very sensitive to EIS parameters; EIS meanwhile, anywhere from ~0.50 to >1.5 (Thimme 2017)

Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

What’s the right EIS? aka
There appears to be no escaping
economics’ philosophical roots.
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Backup

“DICE-EZ-RB” based on DICE with modified utility & calibration (1/2)
Based on Ackerman et al. (2013) and Roe & Bauman (2013), and Nordhaus (2013, 2016)

Epstein-Zin utility:
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modified to allow for intra-period uncertainty in consumption:
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Utility of ct is uncertain in each period,
not just in its present value
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

“DICE-EZ-RB” based on DICE with modified utility & calibration (2/2)
Based on Ackerman et al. (2013) and Roe & Bauman (2013), and Nordhaus (2013, 2016)

Modify temperature pathway from “Δ𝑇𝑇𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 ” to “Δ𝑇𝑇𝑇” in:

{

}

TAT (=
t ) TAT ( t − 1) + ξ1 F ( t ) − ξ 2TAT ( t − 1) − ξ3 TAT ( t − 1) − TLO ( t − 1) 
TLO ( =
t ) TLO ( t − 1) + ξ 4 TAT ( t − 1) − TLO ( t − 1)  .

by scaling parameters, e.g.:
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We instead scale based on fraction of asymptotic adjustment; i.e.
time it takes to get to 1 − 1/e, or ∼ 63 %.
 Choose parameters 𝜉𝜉1′ , 𝜉𝜉3′ , 𝜉𝜉4′ to minimize squared deviation from
DICE parameters: T ( ECS , p )  y 2
Source: Hogan & Wagner (Mimeo)

T ( 3.1, p )

=

 3.1 

Four novel conclusions:
1 Increased risk aversion increases the optimal CO2 price
1.

in contrast to most standard models employing power utility functions, where increased risk
aversion implies a higher discount rate implies a lower optimal CO2 price

2 Optimal CO2 price declines over time
2.

in contrast to most standard models with the exception of Ulph & Ulph (1994) [producer behavior],
Acemoglu et al (2012) [shift from “dirty” to “clean”], Lemoine & Rudik (2017) [inertia]

3 Increased risk aversion increases risk premium relative to expected damages
3.
in contrast to standard models due to their use of power utility functions and (typically) lack of
possibility for ‘catastrophic’ damages

4 Enormous social costs of delay
4.

in contrast to most standard models, which often estimate cost of delay based on (rising) ‘optimal’
CO2 price over time in any given year (e.g. Nordhaus 2017, Changes in the DICE model, 1992 – 2017)

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)

1 Standard utility specifications misrepresent (climate) risk

Constant Relative Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility conflates risk across time and across states of nature

2015 base case

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)
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2 Optimal CO2 price declines over time

Optimal price starts $>100, declines as uncertainties clear up

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)

2 Optimal CO2 price sensitive to utility specification for ‘reasonable’ RA values
No difference between CRRA and EZ utility at RA=1.1, large differences for RA>~3

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)
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3 We decompose optimal CO2 price into two components
Optimal CO2 price = expected damages + risk premium

Optimal CO2 price reflects future state-dependent damages, 𝐷𝐷𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 , weighted
by their probability, 𝜋𝜋𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 , and pricing kernel 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 =
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3 Epstein-Zin utility allows risk premium to play a significant role
Increased risk aversion increases risk premium relative to expected damages

Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)
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4 Enormous social costs of delay

Cost of delay increases roughly with the square of time

Q: How much additional consumption is required throughout the first
period to bring the utility with first-period mitigation set to zero up to
the unconstrained level?
First-period length

Annual consumption impact during
first period

5 years

11%

10 years

23%

15 years

36%

Each year of delay causes the equivalent
consumption loss over the entire first
period to increase by roughly 2.3%
Source: Daniel, Litterman & Wagner (NBER October 2018)
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